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decisions for storage and dispatchable hydro resources are
typically made to maximize the benefits from the limited
supply of other time-shiftable generation resources.

Prior to PURPA, most long-term purchased power
contracts had separate capacity and energy elements.These
were mostly for fuel-dependent power plants.This rate form
allowed the owner to obtain capital cost recovery in a predict-
able payment and the receiving utility to control the output
as needed to fit varying loads, paying for short-run variable
costs as incurred. Today many power purchase contracts
are expressed entirely on a volumetric basis, based on an
expected pattern of output.This change in how contracts are
priced in the wholesale market does not dictate any particular
approach to how costs are allocated in the retail rate-setting

process.

adding capacity at any hour to a system, even off-peak hours,
has a small but discernible beneficial impact on reliability.
Many resources can be justified only if all of the attributes are
considered, including contribution to meeting peak demand
and contribution to meeting other needs such as fuel cost
reduction.

The typical vertically integrated utility calculates the in-
stalled capacity requirement by determining what amount of
existing and new capacity will provide acceptable reliability,
measured by such statistical parameters as the mathematical
expected value of the number of hours in which it cannot
serve load or of the amount of customer energy it will not be
able to serve in a year, due to insufficient available genera-
tion.Those expected values are computed from models that
simulate the scheduling of generation maintenance and the
random timing of forced outages for many potential combi-
nations of outages and load levels. In large portions of North
America, the capacity requirement is determined regionally
by an1SO/RTO and then allocated to the load-serving
entities, transmission control areas or utilities.2®

Required reserves are usually expressed as the percentage
reserve margin, which is:

Generation Capacity Costs
Beyond these energy needs, most regions of the United

States also plan around the amount of shared generation
capacity needed, and these processes can drive a significant
amount of generation costs.The amount of capacity required
by a utility system, typically denominated in megawatts
(MWs) or gigawatts at the time of the system coincident peak,
determines whether the utility should retire existing plants,
add new resources or delay planned retirements, or keep the
system as it is. All those decisions have costs and benefits.
This determination may be made by an ISO/RTO, a holding
company or other aggregation of interconnected load.

Although the typical planning procedures used to date by
utilities and ISOs have often served their original purposes to

measure the least-cost resources available at the utility system
level, these procedures often oversimplify important aspects
of overall capacity and reliability issues.The key principle is

that reliability-related costs are not all “caused" by one hour
or a few hours of demand during the year. A system must
have some form and level of capacity available at all hours.
Loss-of-energy expectation27 studies generally show that

(capacity - peak load) 4- peak load; or
(capacity 4 peak load) -1

Capacity may be defined as installed capacity, demon-
strated capacity or unforced capacity (installed capacity
reduced by the resource’s forced outage rate). There may
be special provisions to recognize that an installed MW of
solar, wind or seasonal hydro capacity is not equivalent to an
installed MW of combustion turbine capacity with guar-
anteed fuel availability or a MW of battery storage capacity
located at a distribution substation. Capacity requirements
may also be satisfied with curtailable load, energy storage or
expected price response to peak pricing.The cost of capacity
to meet a very short-term need is very different from the cost
of baseload capacity that serves customers around the clock

generation costs.However, all the utilities in the SPP andmost of those
inMISO are vertically integrated, as are some jurisdictions in PJM(West
Virginia. Virginia, Kentucky and the PJM pieces of NorthCarolina, Indiana
and Michigan)and ISO-NE(Vermont)andmunicipal and cooperative
utilities in most restructured jurisdictions.

27 Different analysts refer to relatedmeasures as loss-of-load hours, loss-of-
load expectation, expected unserved energy and loss-of-load probability.

28 Some of the utilities in the ISOs/RTOs are restructured and do not provide
generation services, so the cost of service study need not dealwith
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and throughout the year, and the cost analyst must be aware
of these differences.

Peak load is generally the utility’s maximum hourly
output requirement under the worst weather conditions
expected in the average year (e.g., the coldest winter day
for winter-peaking utilities or the hottest summer day for
summer-peaking utilities). In the ISOs/RTOs, the peak load
is usually the utility’s contribution to the actual or expected
ISO/RTO peak load. Although the reserve margin is often
stated on the basis of a single peak hour as a matter of mea-
surement convention, the derivation of the reserve margin
takes into account far more information than the load in that
one hour.The most important parameters in determining the
required reserve margin are the following:
• Load shape,especially the relationships among the

annual and weekly peaks and the number of other hours
with loads close to the peaks.The system must have
enough reserve capacity to endure generation outages at

the high-load hours.The near-peak hours matter because
the probability of any given combination of outages
coinciding with the peak hour is very low, but if there are
hundreds of hours in which that combination of outages
would result in a supply shortage, the probability of loss
of load would be much larger.

• Maintenance requirements. Utilities attempt to schedule
generator maintenance in periods with loads lower
than the peak, typically in the autumn and spring, and
occasionally in the winter for strongly summer-peaking
utilities and in the summer for strongly winter-peaking
utilities. Utilities with both modest maintenance
requirements and several months with loads reliably well
below those in the peak months can schedule all routine

maintenance in the off-peak months while leaving
enough active capacity to avoid any significant risk of
a capacity shortage in those months. But many utilities
have large maintenance requirements (especially for
coal-fired and nuclear units) and only modest reductions
in peak exposure in the shoulder months. After subtract-
ing required maintenance, the effective reserve margin
may be very similar throughout the year, increasing the
chance that a combination of outages will result in loss of
load. As a result, high loads in any month (or perhaps any

week) contribute to the need for installed capacity.
» Forced outage rates. All generation units experience

some mechanical failures. The higher the frequency
of forced outages, the more likely it is that a relatively
high-load hour will coincide with outages, eliminating
available reserve and resulting in the loss of load.

° Unit sizes. If all of a system’s units were very small (say,
under 1% of system peak), the random outages could
be expected to spread quite evenly through the year.
With larger units, outages are much lumpier, and loss
of a small number of large units can create operating
problems. Hence, systems with larger units tend to need
higher reserve margins, all else being equal.

* Other operating constraints.Although hydro resources
have the highest overall reliability, they produce power
only when water is available to run them.Some hydro
resources are required to be operated for flood control,
navigation, irrigation, recreation, wildlife or other pur-
poses, and these other constraints may affect the ability
of the resource to provide power at full capacity when
system peak loads occur.
Some of the factors in this list affect the reliability value

of various types of generation, while others higlilight the
types of load that increase required capacity reserve levels. A
large unit with frequent forced outages may contribute little
to ongoing system reliability even though it has a significant
nameplate capacity. If such a unit has high ongoing costs
that could be reduced or eliminated through retirement,
continued operation must primarily be justified by its energy
benefits. On the demand side, long daily periods of high loads
can mean that many weekday hours (and even some weekend
hours) in each month will contribute to capacity require-
ments, proportionately shifting capacity responsibility toward
customers with high load factors. Table 2 on the next page
summarizes cost drivers for power supply capacity.

The value of capacity is partly a function of the type of
capacity and the location of that capacity.Although required
capacity (measured in MWs) is determined by demand in a
subset of hours, along with the characteristics of the power
plants, the cost of capacity (measured in dollars per MW-year)
is in large part determined by energy requirements.

In the previous millennium, the cheapest form of
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Table 2. Cost drivers for power supply

Investment-
related costs

Maintenance
" costs

Fuel
costsResource type; Purpose

Baseload nuclear, geothermal

Coal,Intermediate combined cycle Power at many hours

Peaking

Hydro

Power at all hours High High Low

Medium MediumMedium

Power in peak hours, plus reserves at allhours Low Low High

Power at some or all hours Very high Low Low or none

Wind Power at some hours High Low None

Power at some hours Low NoneSolar High

Storage Power at peak hours,plus reserves at al!hours High Low Low — for
purchased

kWhs

capacity to serve peak needs was typically considered to be a
combustion turbine.These units had low investment costs
and low ongoing O&M expenses but were inefficient and
typically used more expensive fuels.These characteristics
made them perfect to run infrequently during peak times and
for other short-term reliability needs. Conversely, it made
sense to make major investments in units with high upfront
costs but high efficiency and cheap fuel prices and to run
these units nearly year-round.These major investments were
driven by year-round energy requirements, not peak loads.

Today, in contrast, the least expensive form of capacity
to serve extreme peak loads may not be a generating unit at
all. For very low-duration loads, demand response, customer
response to critical peak pricing or battery storage may be
the least-cost resource to serve a very short-duration peak,
sometimes described as a needle peak.The ability to curtail
an end-use load saves not only the amount of capacity repre-
sented by the reduced load but also the marginal line losses
and reserves that would be required to reliably sustain that
load.Similarly, the ability to dispatch DERs also avoids line
losses that would be required to deliver generated capacity to
that location.29

of certain lines can change significantly over time.Carrying
more power requires larger conductors, multiple conductors
and/or higher voltages, all of which increase costs.

If each load center in a utility’s territory had about the
amount of generation required to meet its peak load, and the
power plants were similar so the utility had no interest in
exporting power from one area to another, the transmission
system would exist primarily to allow each load center to
draw on the others for backup supply when local generation
was unavailable. In real utility systems, power plants are often
distributed very differently from load, with large centralized
plants built to capture economies of scale, often in areas far
from major load centers. Generation may be sited remotely
away from load for environmental reasons, to facilitate access
to fuel and to minimize land costs and land use conflict.
Generation plants also tend to vary considerably in fuel
cost, efficiency and flexibility; allowing the utility to use the
least-cost mix of generation at all load levels may require
additional transmission.

By contrast, demand response, energy efficiency and
energy storage can be very carefully targeted geographically
to provide needed capacity in a specific area without the need
for any additional transmission.

Although separating all the causes of the structure of an
existing transmission system can be difficult, especially for a

5.1.2 Transmission
The costs of transmission lines depend on the length

of the lines, the terrain they must cover and the amount of
power they need to carry at different times, sometimes in
either direction.The maximum usage of many transmission
lines is not necessarily at system peak hours, and the usage

29 The capacity saved can be as high as 1.4 times the load reduced, when
marginal line losses and reserves are taken into account. Fora detailed
discussion of this, see Lazar and Baldwin(2011).
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utility whose distribution of load and generation has changed
over the decades, decisions about the nature and location of
generation facilities can have important effects on the costs
of the transmission system.

Energy load over the course of many hours also affects the ^ 180%-

sizing and cost of transmission. Underground transmission is "
particularly sensitive to the buildup of heat around the lines,
so the duration of peak loads and the extent to which loads £
decline from the peak period to the off-peak period affects the
sizing of underground lines.An underground line may be able
to carry twice as much load for a 15-minute peak after a day
of low loads as for an eight-hour peak with a high daily load
factor.To reduce losses and the buildup of heat from frequent |
high loads, utilities must install larger cables, or more cables,
than they would to meet shorter duration loads.

The capacity of overhead lines is often limited by the
sagging caused by thermal expansion of the conductors,
which also occurs more readily with summer peak conditions
of high air temperatures, light winds and strong sunlight.
Overheating and sagging also reduce the operating life of
the conductors.A transmission facility normally will have a
higher capacity rating for winter than for summer because
the heat buildup is ameliorated in cooler weather.

The costs of substations, including the power transform- 160% of its rated load for 30 minutes or 140% for an hour.3'
Similarly, if the transformers high-load period is current-

ly eight hours in the afternoon and evening, and the preced-
ing load is 50% of rated capacity, afternoon load reductions

Figure 16. Permissible overload for varying periods
200%-
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Source: Bureau of Reclamation.(1991).Permissible Loading
of Oil-Immersed Transformers and Regulators

two hours or 24 hours.30 A transformer that was loaded to

50% of its rating in the afternoon can endure an overload of

190% for 30 minutes or 160% for an hour. If the afternoon
load was 90% of the transformer rating, it could carry only

ers on which they are centered, are determined by both peak
loads and energy use.The capacity of a station transformer
is limited by the buildup of heat created by electric energy
losses in the equipment. Every time a transformer approaches that cut the high-load period to three hours would increase
or exceeds its rated capacity (a common occurrence, since
transformers can typically operate well above their rated
capacity for short periods), its internal insulation deteriorates meet higher load without replacement or addition of new

transformers.
Short peaks and low off-peak loads allow the transformer

to cool between peaks, so it can tolerate a higher peak cur-
rent. Long overloads and higher load levels increase the rate

of aging per overload, and frequent overloads lead to rapid

the permissible load from about 108% of rated capacity to

about127%.Under these circumstances, the transformer can

and it loses a portion of its useful life.
Figure16 illustrates the effect of the length of the peak

load, and the load in preceding hours, on the load that a
transformer can carry without losing operating life (Bureau
of Reclamation,1991, p.14).The initial load in Figure 16 is
defined as the maximum of the average load in the preceding failure of the transformer.

30 This specific example is for self-cooled and water-cooled transformers
designed for a55degreesCelsius temperature rise:other designs show
similar patterns.

Electric Power Co. (Pepco) in Marylandhas established standards for
replacingline transformers whenthe estimated averageload over a five-

hour period exceeds 160% of the rating of overhead transformers or 100%
for pad-mounted transformers(Lefkowitz, 2016, p. 41).The company has
not found it necessary to establish comparable policies for shorter periods.31 Utilities recognize that the length of overloads iscritical todetermining

whether a transformer needs to be replaced. For example.Potomac
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Table 3.Cost drivers for transmission

Maintenance
costs

investment-
relafecfcosts

Typical length
- of lineConnection to (or between! Purpose

Remote baseload generation Power at all hours l-ong High Low

Long High LowRemote wind or solar Power at some hours

Power in peak hours, plus reserves at all hours Short Low LowPeaking resources

Power at some or allhours Long

Short to long

High LowHydro

Neighbor utilities Reserve sharing; energy trading Vary Low

Short Medium LowSubstations networked
for reliability

Power at some hours

Power at peak hours, plus reserves at all hours Very short Very low LowStorage and substations

In a low load factor system, these high loads will occur other components are designed to serve a single customer.
less frequently, and the heavy loading will not last as long. If Substations and line transformers must be larger — or will
the only high-demand hours were the 12 monthly peak hours, wear out more rapidly — if they experience many high-
for example, most transformers would be retired for other
reasons before they experienced significant damage from
overloads. In this situation, larger losses of service life per
overload would be acceptable, and the short peak would allow
greater overloads for the same loss of service life.

With high load factors, there are many hours of the year
when the transformers are at or near full loads. In this case,

load hours in the year and if daily load factors are high.
Underground and overhead feeders are also subject to the
effects of heat buildup from long hours of relatively high use.

The allowable load on distribution lines is determined by
both thermal limits and allowable voltage drop. Higher loads
on a primary feeder may require upgrades (raising the feeder
voltage, adding a new feeder, reconductoring to a larger wire

the transformer must be sized to limit overloads to acceptable size, increasing supply from single-phase to three-phase)
levels and frequency of occurrence commensurate with a
reasonable projected lifespan for the asset. If the transformer
is often near full capacity with frequent overloads, it will fail
more rapidly.

Transmission lines serve many purposes, including
connecting remote generating plant to urban centers and
enabling the optimal economic interchange of power
between regions with different load patterns and generation
options. Each transmission segment can be separately
examined and allocated on a cost-reflective basis.Table 3
provides examples of this.

to maintain acceptable voltage at the end of the feeder.
Small secondary customers can be farther from the line
transformers than large customers (allowing the utility to use
fewer transformers to serve the same load) and can be served
with smaller conductors.

As with station transformers, line transformers can
handle moderate overloads for relatively short periods of a
few hours but will deteriorate quickly if subjected to extended
overload conditions.Therefore, the sizing of transformers
takes into consideration not only the maximum capacity
required but also the underlying load shape. Figure17 on the
next page shows actual data from a confidential load research
sample on a summer peak day for 10 residential customers
who share a line transformer.Although no group of 10

customers is identical to any other group of10 customers, this
demonstrates how diversity determines the need for the sizing
of system elements. Only three of the 10 customers peak at the

5.1.3 Distribution
The factors driving load-related distribution costs are

similar to those for transmission.Different components
are built and sized for different reasons; some serve the
shared needs of hundreds or thousands of customers, while
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Figure 17. Summer peak day load from 10 residential customers on one line transformer

Customer coincident peak
Total load shape@ Customer noncoincident peak

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 U 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Hour of day

Source:Confidential loadresearch sample

same timeas the 4 p.m.coincident peak for the group, and the connecting additional customers consists mostly of addi-
coincident peak isonly86% of the sum of the individual peaks tional line transformers (if the new customer is isolated from
on this day. Furthermore, although not shown in this figure, others) and secondary distribution lines.This is true even if
this coincident peak isonly 64% of the sum of the annual non- those investments may serve multiple customers, particularly
coincident peaks for the individual customers. It is important in urban and suburban areas.These shared facilities are
to note that a group of 10 residential customers is often less largely justified by the total revenues of the customers served,
diverse than the combined loads from multiple customer not the peak load or number of customers.A particular
classes, which determine the need for substation and genera- transmission line, substation or feeder to serve an area could
tion capacity upstream of the final line transformer. be justified by a single very large load, a small number of large

It is important to note that the load exceeds 50 kVA for customers or a large number of very small customers,

only three hours and is below 40 kVA for 18 hours of this Nearly every electric utility has a line extension policy
summer peak day. Referring back to Figure 16, under these that sets forth the division of costs incurred to extend service
circumstances, a 50-kVA transformer would likely be adequate to new customers. Typically, this policy provides for a certain

to serve this load, because theoverload is for only a short amount of investment by the utility,with any additional in-
period. By contrast, the sum of the maximum noncoincident vestment paid for by the new customers.These provisions are

intended to ensure that new customers pay the incremental
cost of connecting them to the system without raising rates

to other customers. For most utilities, there is no correspond-
ing credit where new service has a cost that is lower than the

peak loads of the 10 customers is more than 90 kVA.
A large portion of the distribution investment is driven

primarily by the need to serve a geographical region. Once a
decision is made to build a circuit, the incremental cost of
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Table 4. Cost drivers for distribution

Investment-
related costs

Maintenance
costsTyPe Purpose

Power at all hours;capacity tor high-load hours

Power at all hours;capacity for high-loadhours

Power at all hours; capacity for localized high-loadhours

Power at allhours;capacity for localizedhigh-loadhours

Measuringusage

Multiple functions

LowSubstations High

Primary circuits High Low

Line transformers Medium Low

LowSecondary service lines Medium

Meters:Traditional Low Low

Meters:Advanced Medium Low

average embedded cost of service, a circumstance that results different types of equipment. Most of the distinctions among
in benefits to the utility and other ratepayers.

The final components in the distribution system are
meters, typically installed for all residential and general
service customers but not for very predictable loads like
traffic signals or streetlights. How to classify the cost is a
matter of debate. On one hand, a meter is needed because

types of equipment represent alternative or complementary
methods for providing the same service. For example,
various primary distribution feeders operate at 4 kV, 13 kV
or 25 kV and may be overhead or underground construction,
depending on toad density, age of the equipment, local
governmental requirementsand other considerations,

usage levels vary from customer to customer and month to Although the power flowing from generation to a customer

month, a theoretically usage-related cost. But on the other served at 25 kV may not flow over any 4-kV feeder, the 4-kV
hand, one meter is needed for every metered customer, and feeders serve the same function as the 25-kV feeders and (in
meter costs do not typically vary from customer to customer places in which they are adequate) at lower cost.35 Serving

within a class. In addition,smart meters entail both higher some customers at 4 kV and spreading the feeder costs among
direct investment costs and back office investments but all distribution customers does not increase costs allocated

to the customers served directly from the 25-kV feeders;
converting the 4-kV feeders to a higher voltage would likely
increase costs to all distribution customers, including those
now served at 25 kV. In this situation, all the feeders should be

provide generation, transmission and distribution system
benefits by allowing more precise measurement and
control of local loads and more accurate assignment of
peaking capacity requirements. Lastly, the cost of current
transformers and potential transformers necessary to meter treated as serving a single function, and all their costs should
large customers should be included as part of their metering be allocated in the same manner.
costs — an issue common between embedded and marginal Similarly, most customers served by single-phase primary

cost methods.51 Table 4 summarizes cost drivers in the
distribution system.

distribution are served with that configuration because it is
cheaper than extending three-phase primary distribution,
which theydo not require because of the nature of their
loads.5.1.4 Incremental and Complementary

Investments
Good economic analysis should distinguish properly

between complementary or alternative investments, which
substitute for one another,and incremental investments,
which add costs to the system.

Customers receive service at different voltages and with

32 Current transformers reduce the amperage so a meter can readit.
Potential transformersreduce the voltage for meter reading(Flex-Core,

n.d.).

33 Conversely, the 4-kV supply to somecustomers is from transformers fed
directly from transmission without using the 25-kV system.
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to the total load that needs to beserved by the line or the
happenstance that the subtransmission line is already in

On the other hand, some distinctions in voltage level
represent incremental investment:
* Most customersserved at distribution voltages cannot take place. If it is less expensive to serve customers with the lower

service directly from the transmission system. Even if a voltage, it would be inequitable to charge them more for
transmission line runs right past asupermarket or housing being served at that voltage.
development, the utility must run a feeder from a distri- Similarly, distribution poles carrying only secondary

bution substation to serve those customers. Distribution lines are less expensive than poles carrying primary lines. If
in its broadest sense is thus principally an incremental a customer served by a secondary-only pole had to be served

service, rather than an alternative to transmission, needed at primary voltage instead, the primary pole would be more

expensive, and that higher cost would almost certainly be al-
located to all distribution customers. Secondary poles (unlike
line transformers and most secondary lines) are lower-cost
alternatives to some primary poles.57

by and provided to some customers but not all.34

• Similarly, most customers who take service at secondary
voltage have a primary line running by or to their prem-
ises yet cannot take service directlyat primary voltage.35

The line transformers are incremental equipment that
would not be necessary if the customers could take
service at primary voltage.36

These incremental costs should be functionalized so that

5.2 Determining Customer
Classes

In addition to administrative simplicity, the purpose of
theyare allocated to the loads that cause them to be incurred, separating customers into broad classes flows from the idea
while each group of complementary costs (such as various that different types of customers are responsible for different
distribution voltages) generally should be treated as a single types of costs, and thus it is fairer and more efficient to charge
function and recovered from all customers who use any of the them separate rates. One set of rates for each customer class,
alternative facilities. based on separate cost characteristics, is the key feature of

postage stamp pricing for electric utilities.Asa result, it is
very important to determine appropriate customer classes
with different cost characteristics at the outset of a cost of

In other situations, distinguishing between incremental
and complementary costs can be more complicated. Exam-

ples include the treatment of transmission equipment at
different voltages and the treatment of secondary poles. Many service study.The number of classes will vary from utility to
embedded cost of service studies treat subtransmission as utility and may vary depending on the costing methodology

being used. In addition to equitable cost allocation, different
rate structures are often used for different rate classes. For

an incremental cost separate from transmissionand charge
more for delivery to customer classes served directly from
the subtransmission system or from substations fed by the example, residential customer classes generally do not have
subtransmission system. For the most part, utilities use lower demand charges today, but most large industrial classes do.
transmission voltage where it is less expensive than higher
voltages, either due to the lower cost of construction relative

This means that decisions regarding the number and type

of customer classes can also have rate design implications,

36 Although most networked secondary conductorsparallel primary lines
and are incremental to the primary system,a limited number of secondary
conductors extending beyond the primary tines are complementary,

because they avoid the need to extendprimary lines.

34 In some cases, a distribution substation and feeder can bring service
tocustomers that would otherwise be served by an extension of the
transmission system at higher cost. Identifyingand accounting for
that limited complementary service isprobably not warranted in most
embedded costof service study applications.

37 Similarly, a portion of the secondary lines replaces primary lines. If the
customers that canbe served with secondary poles requiredprimary
service, the utility wouldneed to extend the primary lines rather
than secondary lines. Hence, a portion of the secondary lines is also
complementary to the primary system, rather than additive.

35 Another way of lookingat this relationship is that secondary customers are
those for whom providing service at secondary has a lower total cost than
providing service at primary. Sharingutility-owned transformer capacity is
less expensive thanhaving each customer build its own transformer. See
Chapter 11for a discussion of primary and secondary distribution and their
allocation.
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A word of caution is appropriate here. With respect to

technology-driven class characteristics such as electric space
heat, water heat, vehicles or solar installations, singling out
customers based on technology adoption has serious practical

although this is not necessarily permanent.
Most utilities distinguishamong residential customers,

small commercial customers, large commercial customers,
industrial customers and street lighting customers.The
commercial and industrial classes often are collectively termed and theoretical downsides.Furthermore, addressing one
general service rate classes. In many cases, general service cus- minor cost distinction is likely not fair or efficient if several
tomersare categorized by voltage levels. Customers served at other major cost distinctions, such as those listed above, are
primary distribution voltage generally do not use, and should not addressed. It is wiser to consider multiple customer and
not be allocated, costs of secondary distribution facilities, and service characteristics simultaneously to create technology-

customers served at transmission voltage generally do not use, neutral subclasses for both cost allocation and rate design
and should not be allocated, costsof distribution facilities.
Many utilities also separate general service classes with even
greater granularity than using simple voltage criteria.

One area where utility practices can vary significantly is
whether there is more than one residential class or, alterna-

purposes.
To begin, electric space heating customers are likely

to have different load characteristics from the nonheating
customers, with significantly more usage and a different
daily load shape in the winter. For a winter-peaking system,

tively, multiple residential subclasses. Some utilities separate this could mean that electric heating customers should
out residential customers based on a measure of size, such be allocated proportionately more costs. Conversely, in a

summer-peakingsystem, electric heating customers should be
allocated proportionately fewer overall costs. However, this
issue, which is essentially a question of a potential intraclass

as peak demand or energy use.This can be significant in
jurisdictions that categorize farms or large master-metered
multifamily buildings as residential in a formal sense. Some
jurisdictions also create separate classes based on the usage of cross-subsidy between types of residential customers, can
specific technologies like electric resistance heating. In some also be addressed through changes to rate design.Seasonally
jurisdictions, low-income discount customers are treated asa differentiated rates, if based appropriately on cost causation,

can achieve the same distributional impact as separate rate

The creation of multiple residential classes or subclasses classes for heating and nonheating customers while bringing
is typically justified on cost grounds.There are inarguably additional benefits from the improved efficiency of pricing,

many cost distinctions among different types of residential
customers, and simple postage stamp cost allocation and
ratestructures may not capture many of those distinctions.
Regulators and utilities have long analyzed the causes of such significant equity implications.There can also be environ-
differences, which vary widely across the country.Some of mental repercussions to this choice. Concerns would arise,
the distinctions are based on technology (or, more accurately, for example, if electric heating rates promote use of gas and
as a proxy for the load impacts of certain technologies), such coal in power plants to replace direct burning of gas on-site
as electric space heating, electric water heating, solar or other for heating,which historically was often more efficient on a

distributed generation and even electric vehicles. Other total energy basis.Recent developments in efficient electric
distinctions are based on the characteristics of service.Those heating, particularly air and ground source heat pumps, may

have switched the valence of these questions. In certain areas,
higher-income customers may be disproportionately adopt-
ing efficient electric heating. And the new electric technolo-
gies may now be significantly cleaner and more efficient than
on-site combustion of natural gas, particularly if powered by

separate rate class.

The creation of an electric heating rate class can have
other implications. In regions where electric heating custom-
ers are disproportionately low-income, this decision also has

with relatively large impacts on cost allocation include:
• Single family versus multifamily.
• Urban (multiple customers per transformer) versus rural

(one customer per transformer).
• Overhead service versus underground service.
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zero emissions electric resources. A seasonal and time-varying for single-family and multifamily residential customers,

cost study and time-varying rates may enable appropriate cost There are many reasons to believe that the cost of serving

recovery without need for a separate class.
Several states have considered creating a separate rate

class for customers with solar PV systems. Because solar
customers may have different usage patterns than other
customers, this is reasonable to investigate. However, it is
not clear that there is a significant cross-subsidy to address,
particularly at low levels of PV adoption. Current rate design
practices for solar customers in many jurisdictions — such
as net metering using flat volumetric rates, monthly netting

and crediting at the retail rate — are fairly simple.These
rate design practices could be improved significantly over
time and integrated with broader rate design reforms. For
example,a time-varyingcost study would allow the creation

of more granular time-varying rates so that solar customers
pay an appropriate price for power received during nonsolar
hours and are credited with an appropriate price for power
delivered to the distribution system during solar hours.This
would include changes to netting periods, which would reveal
more information about how a solar customer actually uses
the electric system.

In terms of rate classes for specific technologies, some
utilities separate out customers with electric water heating as
a proxy for a flat load shape and the potential for load control.
In thefuture,some utilities may seek to make electric vehicle
adoption a separate rate class as a substantially controllable
load with distinct usage characteristics. However, these
technologies may not need consideration as a separate rate
class, particularly given efforts to improve the cost causation

basis of rate design more generally.Again, time-varying rates
will appropriately charge customers with peak-oriented loads
and appropriately benefit customers with loads concentrated
in low-cost hours or controlled into those hours.

Some utilities have implemented separate rate classes

multifamily buildings is substantially lower than serving
single-family homes on average:
° Shared service drops.
• Increased diversity of load for line transformers and sec-

ondary distribution lines, enabling more efficient sizing.
• Reduced cost of distribution per customer, since no

distribution lines are required between customers in the
building.5®

- Reduced coincidence with both summer and winter peak
loads because common walls reduce space conditioning
use relative to single-family units of the same square
footage, and because lighting and baseload appliances such
as refrigerators and water heaters (if electric) area larger
percentage of loads for units with fewer square feet.

• Reduced need for secondary distribution lines in cases
where the multifamily building can be served directly
from the transformer.

« Reduced summer peak coincidence if space cooling is
provided through a separate commercial account for the
building, rather than as part of the individual residential
accounts.

• Reduced costs of manual meter reading, where still
applicable.
There may be countervailing considerations in some

service territories, such as if multifamily buildings are served
by more expensive underground service and single-family
buildings are served with cheaper overhead lines.A similar
set of considerations may cause some utilities to disaggregate
customers by geography, such as those residing inside and
outside city limits.39 Customers in deeply rural areas tend
to be more expensive to serve, since they typically are too
far from their neighbors to share transformers, require a
long run of primary line along the public way, and generally

and another for the balance of the city, plus separate higher rates for the
adjacent cities and towns where it provides service.Compare Schedules
MOC, MOD, MDS and MOT at Seattle City Light(n.d.).The city of Austin,

Texas, also applies different rates tocustomers outside the city limits
(Austin Energy, 2017). In many places, cities impose franchise fees or
municipal taxes that make customer bills inside citieshigher than those
outside cities, even though the cost data may suggest the oppositeismore
equitable.

38 Thisdistinction is important where some distribution costs are classified
as customer-related. In those situations, each multifamily building (rather
than eachmeter) should be treated as one customer, as would a single
commercial customer of the same size andload.

39 For example, Seattle City Light, a municipalutility,has two rate schedules
for most commercialand industrial classes within the city: one for the
highly networked higher-cost underground systemin the urban core,
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have higher unit costs related to lower load per mile of
distribution line.40

Analysts may want to employ a simple standard for
deciding when to divide a subclass for analytical purposes,
based on whether the groups are large enough and distinct
enough to form a separate class or subclass. One such
guideline might be that, if more than 5% of customers or

5% of sales within a class have distinct cost characteristics,
differentiation is worth considering. If fewer than that,
although the per-custotner cost shifts may be significant, the
overall impact onother customers will likely be immaterial.
If 2% of the load in a class is paying 20% too much or too
little, for example, other customers’ bills will change only

0.4%. But if 15% of the load is 20% more or less expensive,
the impact on other users rises to 3%.The trajectory of these
impacts over time can also be relevant.

Although improved distributional equity from additional
rate classes is a laudable goal, and indeed advances the prima-
ry goal of cost allocation, there are countervailing consider-
ations that may dictate keeping the number of rate classes on
the smaller side. First, there are administrative and substan-
tive concerns around adding rate classes, both in litigation at

state regulatory commissions and in real-world implementa-

tion.Some potential distinctions among customers may be
difficult to implement because they involve subjective and
potentially controversial determinations by on-the-ground
utility personnel. In creating new distinctions, regulators,
utilities and stakeholders must all have confidence that there
are true cost differentials between the customer types and
that there will be little controversy in the application of the
differentials.Some analysts object to customer classes based
on adoption of particular end uses, although this may serve as
a proxy for significantly different usage profiles. Furthermore,
some utilities and parties in a rate case may propose rate
classes that effectively allow undue discrimination. If the
proper dataaren’t available to scrutinize such claims,either
publicly or for parties in a rate case, then this may allow an
end-run around one of the significant motivations for postage

stamp pricing: preventing price discrimination.
Lastly, as described above for electric heating and solar

PV customers, rate design changes can also address certain

cross-subsidies within customer classes in a relatively
straightforward manner that also provides additional effi-
ciency benefits. In principle, perfectly designed time- and
location-varying pricing for all electric system components
and externalities, applied identically to all customers, could
eliminate the need for customer classes and cost allocation
entirely while providing perfectly efficient price signals.This
is unlikely to be the case for the foreseeable future but illus-
trates the conceptual point that an efficient improvement to
rate design may be a strictly preferred option compared with
the creation of a new rate class. For example, certain types of
customers could be put on technology-neutral time-varying
rates on an opt-out or mandatory basis, such as customers
with storage, electric vehicles or distributed generation.

5.3 Load Research and
Data Collection

Any cost of service study, as well as rate design, load
forecasting, system planning and other utility functions,
depends heavily on load research data. Cost allocation, in
particular, requires reasonably accurate estimates for each
class or group distinguished in the analysis, the number
of customers, their energy usage (annual, monthly and
sometimes more granular time periods), their kW demand at
various times and under various conditions, and sometimes
more technical measures such as power factor. The key
principle is that there is diversity among customers in each
class, meaning the consumption characteristics for the
group are less erratic than those of any individual customer.
Load research is the process of estimating that diversity.

At the very least, these data must be available by class
across the entire system.For some applications, these data
are useful and even essential at a more granular level, such as
for each substation, feeder or even customer. Ideally, the cost
of service study would be able to draw on information about
the hourly energy usage by class, as well as the contribution
of each class to the sum of the customer contributions to

the maximum loads across the line transformers serving the

40 These factorsmay be offset by the utility's policy for chargingnew
customers for extending thedistribution system, as discussed in
Section 11.2
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are usually publicly available for regulated utilities. Neither
sampled load nor proxy load will provide the precision of

monitoring systems, if properly configured, can provide those comprehensive interval metering, but they can provide
data.Some utilities now routinely collect interval load data at reasonable estimates of the contribution of the group to

each level of the system, while others are starting to acquire
those capabilities.

The data needed for different cost allocation frameworks
and methods can vary greatly, and it is difficult to generalize the creation of allocation factors for different parts of the
because of this. But at a high level, embedded cost techniques system. For example:
rely on one year of data or the equivalent forecast for one
year. For many inputs, marginal cost techniques often rely
on multiple years of data in order to estimate how costs are
changing with respect to different factors over time. Different
data may be needed for each step of the process, starting
from the functionalization of costs down to the creation

of allocation factors, or allocators, to split up the costs to

customer classes.
Where the utility’s metering and data collection do not

directly provide comprehensive load data for all customers

and system components, two options are available.The first
and generally preferable option is sampling. Most investor-

owned and larger consumer-owned utilities install interval
meters specifically for load research purposes on a sample
of customers in each class that does not have widespread
interval metering.41 The number and distribution of those
meters should be determined to provide a representative
mix of customer loads within the class (or other subgroups
of interest) and to produce estimates of critical values (such
as contribution to the monthly system peak load) that reach
target levels of statistical significance.41These samples are
typically a few hundred per class in order to meet the PURPA

standard.Second, some smaller utilities borrow “proxy data"
from a nearby utility with similar customer characteristics
and more robust load research capabilities.Class load data

class, the feeders serving the class, the substations serving

the class and so on. Modern AMI and advanced distribution

demand at each hour, enabling development of cutting-edge
techniques such as time-specific allocation methods.

Different elements of load research data are relevant in

Most residential customers may be served through a
transformer shared with other residential, commercial
and street lighting customers, so the allocation of
transformer costs to each class should ideally be derived
from their contribution to the high-load periods of each
such transformer.
Some residential customers areserved from feeders that
peak in the morning and others from feeders that peak in

midday or the evening; some of those feeders may reach
their maximum load or stress in the summer and others
in the winter.The sum of the class contribution to the
various peak hours of the various feeders determines the
share of peak-related costs allocated to the class for this
portion of the distribution system.

• At the bulk power level, all customers share the gener-
ation and transmission system, and the diversity of all
usage should be reflected, whether at the highest system
hour of the year (a method known as i CP, for coincident
peak), the highest hour of each month (12 CP) or the
highest 200 hours of the year (200 CP), all on-peak
hours, midpeak hours and off-peak hours, or any other
criteria relevant for allocation.
Table 5 on the next page shows illustrative load research

data for four customer classes, For the purposes of clear
examples throughout the manual, we adopt theconvention

C.F.R.Title 18, Chapter 1, Subchapter K.Part 290.403(b)established the
requirement, since repealed, that "the samplingmethod and procedures
for collecting, processing,and analyzing the sample loads, takentogether,

shall bedesigned soas toprovidereasonably accuratedata consistent
with available technologyand equipment. An accuracy of plus or minus10
percent at the 90percent confidence level shall be used as a target for the
measurement of group loads at the time of system and customer group
peaks." See Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Order 48(1979).

41 Utilitiesusually have interval meters on customers over some consumption
threshold for billingpurposes. Smaller customers may have meters that
record only total energy consumption over the billing period(typically
a month), or bothmonthly energyandmaximum hourly(or 15-minute)
demand, neither of which provides any useful data for allocating time-
dependent costs.

42 In1979, FERC issuedregulations to implement PURPA §133(16 U.S.C.
§ 2643), which requires the gathering of information on the cost of service.
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Table 5. Illustrative load research data

Street
lighting

Primary
industrial

Secondary
Residential commercial Used forTotal

Energy metrics(MWhs)
1.000.000
1,000.000

1,000,000
1,000,000

1,000,000 100,000
100,000

3,100,000
2,100.000

Total
N/ATotal secondary

Energy by time period

Summer
Winter
Daytime
Off-peak
Midpeak :

Criticalpeak
Customermetrics

Line transformers used
Customers .

:-;v
Demand metrics(MWs)

Sum of customer NCP

All energy-related
costs,including

generation,
transmission,

primary distribution

600,000
400.000
600,000
400,000
550,000
50,000

500,000
500,000
500,000
500.000
470.000
30,000

30,000
70,000

1,780,000
1,320,000
1,800,000
1,340,000
1,623,000

131,000

650,000
350,000
700,000
350,000
600,000

50,000

0
90,000
9,000
1,000

10,000
20,000

Transformers, services
Billing

20,000
100,000

N/A 20,000
50.000

50,000
172,0002,000

Input to line
transformers

Primary distribution
Substations

N/A 3,1002,000 1,000 100

100400 400 250 1.150Class NCP:circuit
Class NCP:substation
System1CP
System monthly 12 CP
System 200CP

225 925300 300 100
750250 200300 0

Transmission,
generation660250 10225 175

240 10 600200 150

of a commercial customer class of all general service voltage (primary industrial) have no utility-provided line
customers served at secondary voltage, labeled as “Secondary transformers, and the first level at which their demand is

commercial,” and an industrial customer class of all general typically relevant is the circuit level.
service customers served at primary voltage, labeled as

“Primary industrial.”
In this illustration, the sum of individual customer

noncoincident peak demands is 3,100 MWs, excluding the
primary industrial class that is not shown in the table.43

However, the coincident peak demand served by the
utility becomes more diverse as we move up the system, a
phenomenon described in more detail in Section 5.1.As a
result, the observed coincident peak demands are lower at

more broadly shared portions of the system.At the highest
level, this illustrative system has a 750-MW coincident peak
demand for the highest single hour, labeled as “System 1 CP.”
In between, the sum of the class NCPs at the circuit level,
labeled as “Class NCP:circuit,” is1,150 MWs, and the sum
of the class NCPs at the substation level, labeled as “Class
NCP:substation," is 925 MWs. Customers served at primary

The street lighting class is important to note with
respect to the volatility of results. Because this class has
zero daytime usage and a very different (typically completely
stable overnight) load profile than other classes, it is highly
affected by the choice between noncoincident methods and
either coincident or hourly methods. In addition, because
streetlights represent many points of delivery but are typically
located only in places where other customers are nearby, this
class almost never “causes” the installation of a transformer
or the creation of a secondary delivery point but also does
account for a huge number of the individual points of use

43 In Table 5, the sum of customer NCPs tor the primary industrial class is
shown as "N/A" because these customers do not use line transformers and
thus this demand metric is not generally relevant to this class. For more
general purposes, we are assuming that the sum of customer NCPs tor the
primary industrial class in this illustration is 300 MWs, bringing the overall
total to 3.400 MWs.
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Table 6. Simple allocation factors derived from illustrative load research data

Primary
Industrial

Street
lighting

Seconda
commerc

ry
ial Used forResidential

Energy metrics (MWhs)
Total 32% 32% 32% 3%

N/ATotal secondary
Energy by time period

Summer
Winter
Daytime
Off-peak
Midpeak
Critical peak

Customer metrics
Line transformers used

Customers
Demand metrics(MWs)

Sum of customer NCP
Class NCP:circuit
Class NCP:substation
System1CP
System monthly12 CP
System 200 CP

Note:Class percentages may not add up to100 because of rounding.

48% 48% 5%

34% 37% 28% 2% All energy-related costs,
- including generation, transmission,

distribution
30% 27% 38% 5%

33% 39% 28% 0%
30% 26% 37% 7%
34% 37% 29% 1%
38% 38% 23% 1%

40% 20% 40%N/A Transformers, services
Billing79% 17% 3% 1%

Input to line transformers
Primary distribution (legacy)

Substations

65% 32% N/A 3%
35% 35% 22% 9%
32% 32% 24% 11%
33% 40% 27% 0%
34% Transmission,generation38% 27% 2%

2%33% 40% 25%

on thesystem. Put another way, we all like streetlights near system total, then converting to percentages. For embedded
our homes and businesses, but nearly all of them go in as a cost of service studies, this manual recommends the use of
secondary effect of residential or commercial development; a class hourly energy use as a common allocation factor for all
few are along major highways without a nearby residence or shared system components in generation, transmission and
business, but these are rare. distribution where the system is made up of components

The next step is generating allocation factors to be used in essential for service at any hour, but sized for maximum

the allocation phase of the cost study.For embedded cost stud- levels of usage, and where the class contribution to that
ies, these are applied to the total investment and expense by usage varies.The only one of these factors that is not self-
FERC account, while in marginal cost studies they are applied explanatory is the midpeak factor, which takes both on-peak
to the calculated unit costs for each type of system component, and critical peak usage into account, reflecting class usage

Table 6 shows the data above converted to allocation in all higher-cost hours. This is illustrative of the probability-
factors.The only implicit assumption is that the circuit-level of-dispatch method, in which the likelihood of any resource
peak demand for the residential class is one-fourth of the being dispatched at specified hours is measured.There is no
customer NCP demand due to load diversity and that for diversity of street lighting usage in this example, but little
the commercial class it is one-half, reflecting lower diversity or no demand imposed at the system peak hours. Customer

of commercial customer usage across the day compared weighting factors are typically based on the relative cost of
with residential load.The raw factors are computed simply meters and billing services for different types of customers,
by dividing each class contribution to each category by the based on complexity.
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Table 7. Composite allocation factors derived from illustrative load research data

Secondary Primary
Residential: commercial" industrial

Street_
lightingMethod Components l/sed for

20% system 200 CP/
80% energy

50% midpeak/
50% critical peak

Equivalent peaker 32% 34% 31% 3% Generation,
transmission

On-peak 36% 38% 26% 1% Peaking
generation

Average and peak 50% class NCP/
50% energy

34% 34% 27% 6% Primary
distribution

Minimum system 50% customer/
50% class NCP;circuit

57% 26% 12% 5% Circuits
(legacy)

20% delivery points/
80% customer NCP

Equivalent peaker
for transformers

60% 30% 0% 11% Line transformers
and secondary
service lines

Note:Class percentages may not addup to100because of rounding.

In Table 6, we have calculated allocation factors shown as
a class percentage of each usage metric. In Part 11, we discuss
in what circumstances each of these will be appropriate for
embedded cost of service studies. In many cases, weighted
combinations of these are appropriate. Several commonly
used composite allocation factors are shown in Table 7,
computed by weighting values in Table 6.

Given the wide diversity of utilities and their load
patterns, readers should be careful about overgeneralizing
from these illustrative examples. However, some patterns
will hold true across the board. For example, the minimum
system method will always allocate more costs to classes with
large numbers of customers, at least compared with the basic
customer method.
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6. Basic Frameworks for Cost
Allocation

egroup cost allocation studies into two primary Generally speaking, in the traditional model displayed in

families. Embedded cost studies look at existing Figure 18 on the next page, functionalization identifies the
costs making up the existing revenue require- purpose served by each cost (or the underlying equipment or

ment. Marginal cost studies look at changes in cost that activity), classification identifies the general category of fac-
will be driven by changes in customer requirements over a tors that drive the need for the cost, and allocation selects the
reasonable planning period of perhaps five to 20 years. In the parameter to be used in allocating the cost among classes.44

same family as marginal cost studies, total service long-run Although they are convenient parts of organizing a
incremental cost (TSLR1C) studies look at the cost of creating cost of service study, functionalization and classification

a new system to provide today’s needs using today’s technol- decisions are not necessarily critical to the final class cost

ogies, optimized to today’s needs.Each has a relevant role in allocations, The cost of service study can get to the same final
determining the optimal allocation of costs, and regulators allocation in several ways.For example, consider the reality
may want to consider more than one type of study when that a portion of transmission costs is driven by the need
making allocation decisions for major utilities that affect to interconnect remote generation to avoid fuel costs. This
millions of consumers. can be reflected by functionalizing a portion of transmission

cost as generation, or by classifying a portion of transmission
in the same manner as the remote generation, or it can be
recognized by using a systemwide transmission allocator with
some energy component. In either case, a portion of costs is
allocated based on energy throughput, not solely on design
capacity or actual capacity utilization.

w

6.1 Embedded Cost of Service
Studies

Embedded cost of service studies may be the most
common form of utility cost allocation study, often termed
“fully allocated cost of service studies.” Most state regulators
require them, and nearly all self-regulated utilities rely on
embedded cost of service studies.The distinctive feature
of these studies is that they are focused on the cost of
service and usage patterns in a test year, typically either
immediately before the filing of the rate case or the future
year that begins when new rates are scheduled to take effect.
This means there is very little that accounts for changes
over time, so it is primarily a static snapshot approach.
Embedded cost of service studies are also closely linked to the
revenue requirement approved in a rate case, which can be
administratively convenient.

6.1.1 Functionalization
In this first step, cost of service studies divide the utility’s

accounting costs into a handful of top-level functions that
mirror the elements of the electric system.At a minimum,
this includes three functions:45

• Generation:46 the power plants and supporting equip-
ment, such as fuel supply and interconnections,
as well as purchased power.

• Transmission: high-voltage lines (which may range from
50 kV to over 300 kV)and the substations connecting

meters, may serve multiple (unctions and must beassigned among those
functions or treated as special functional categories.

44 The third step is usually called allocation, which is the same as the name
of theentire process. This step involves the selection or development of
allocation factors. Some analysts refer to this third step as factor allocation
to prevent confusion. 46 Some sources use the term “production" instead.This manual uses the

term "generation" and generally includes exports from storage facilities
under this category.45 Some of the costs, such as for energy efficiency programs and advanced
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Figure 18. Traditional embedded cost of service study flowchart

Functionalization

Classification
\ ./
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Allocation
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Street lightingResidential

those lines, moving bulk power from generation to the
distribution system.

• Distribution: lower-voltage primary feeders (in older
systems, 4 kV and 8 kV; in newer areas, typically 13 kV to

34 kV) that run for many miles, mostly along roadways,
and the distribution substations that step power down

to distribution voltages; line transformers that step the
primary voltages down to secondary voltages (mostly
120 V and 240 V); and the secondary lines that connect

the transformers to some customers’service drops.
Although some utility analysts combine all costs into

these three functions, the better practice is to include other
functions as well at this stage:

• Billing and customer service: Also known as retail service
or erroneously labeled entirely as customer-related
costs, these are directly related to connecting customers

(service drops, traditional meters) and interacting with

them (meter reading, billing, communicating).
• General plant and administrative and general expenses:

Overhead investments and expenses that jointly serve

multiple functions (e.g., administration, financial, legal
services, procurement, public relations, human resources,
regulatory, information technology, and office buildings
and equipment) can be kept separate at this stage. In
some circumstances, these costs could be attributed
to certain functions but are not tracked that way in a
utility’s system of accounts.

« Public policy program costs: In many jurisdictions, these
costs are administered and allocated through another
process; but if handled in a rate case, energy efficiency
and other public policy programs should be tracked
separately.
Historically, in most cases functionalization decisions

can follow the utility’s accounting and are noncontroversial.
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role in operations, such as networking together the
utility's service territory, providing radial supply to

scattered distribution substations or importing
low-cost baseload energy from distant suppliers.

• Segregating lower-voltage subtransmission facilities
(typically under ioo kV) from higher-voltage facilities.

» Treating interconnections differently from the internal
transmission network.

The investment that is booked as generation units is usually
part of the generation function. But there are exceptions.
In some situations, the function of an investment may
not match the accounting category. Examples include the
following:
• Transmission lines and substations that are dedicated

to connecting specific generating plants to the bulk
transmission network. These assets are often in the
accounting records as transmission but are more properly » Separating substations from lines,

functionalized as generation.
• Substations that contain switching equipment to connect • Separating substations, lines (comprising overhead

poles, underground conduit and the wires) and line
transformers.

Distribution

transmission lines of the same voltage to one another,
high-voltage transformers that connect transmission
lines of different voltages, and lower-voltage transformers « Segregating costs of system monitoring, control and
that connect transmission to distribution. These facilities optimization related to reducing losses, improving

power quality and integrating distributed renewables
and storage.

• Dividing lines into primary and secondary components.
• In some cases, separating underground from overhead

lines.

may be carried in the accounting records as entirely
transmission or entirely distribution but are properly
split between transmission and distribution in the
functionalization process.

• Equipment within transmission substations that look
like distribution equipment (e.g., poles, line transformers, Billing and customer service
secondary conductors, lighting).These might be booked • Subfunctionalizing meters, services, meter reading,
in distribution accounts but are functionally part of the billing, customer service and other components, each of

which may be allocated separately.
In addition, many cost of service studies subfunctionalize • Separating meters by technology — traditional kWh

some costs within a function, such as the following:
Generation
• Differentiating baseload generation (which runs when-

ever it is available or nearly so), intermediate generation
(which typically runs several hours daily) and peaking
generation (which runs only in a few high-load hours
and when other generation is unavailable).

• Separating generators by technology to recognize such
factors as renewable resources procured to meet energy-
based environmental goals, the differing reliability
contributions per installed kW of various technologies
(e.g., wind, solar, thermal) and the differences in cost
structure and output pattern between thermal, wind,
solar and hydro resources.

Transmission
• Categorizing lines (and associated substations) by their

transmission substation.

meters, demand meters, remotely read meters and
advanced meters with hourly load recording and other
capabilities — with different costs and different functions
(including, for the advanced meters, services to the entire

system).
General plant and administrative and general expenses

• Subfunctionalizing by type of cost: pensions and benefits,
property insurance, legal, regulatory, administration,
buildings,office equipment and so on.
In the future, organizing costs by function probably will

still be helpful in organizing thinking about cost causation,
but the cost of service study may need to differentiate
functions in new ways. For example, distributed generation,
storage, energy efficiency, demand response and smart grid
technologies can provide services that span generation,
transmission and distribution.
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6.1.2 Classification
The second step of the process classifies each function

or subfunction{i.e,, each type of plant and expense) as being
caused by one or more categories of factors. In particular,
most cost of service studies use the classification categories
of demand (meaning some measure of loads in peak hours
or other hours that contribute to stressing system reliability
or increasing capacity requirements on the generation,
transmission or distribution systems), energy and customer

number, and some use other categories (e.g., direct assign- Customer service

ment, such as of street lighting).
The classification of most costs as demand-, energy- or

customer-related dates back many decades. These categories
can still be used but need to be interpreted more carefully as
the utility system has changed in many ways:
• Utility planning has become more sophisticated.
• Utilities have access to more granular and comprehensive traditional energy and demand classifications and create new

data on load and equipment condition.
• The variety of generation resources has increased to

include wind, solar and other renewables with perfor- UtilityCost Allocation Manual,showing how the classification
mance characteristics very different from legacy thermal step worked in that period (p. 2i).
and hydro resources.

• Multiple storage technologies are affecting generation,
transmission and distribution costs.

• Legacy hydro, nuclear and fossil resources continue to
operate and provide benefits to the utility system, but
new similar resources and even continued operation of resources as100% demand-related, since there are no vari-
some existing units may no longer be cost-effective. Until able fuel costs. However, power purchase agreements for
theyare retired, all or a portion of costs will remain in
the allocation study.

• Demand response programs have increased in scale, role different approaches for the same asset depending on the
ownership model, an obvious error in analysis that should be
avoided by considering the actual products and services being
provided. In addition, most of the benefits of wind and solar

• Advanced metering technology has added system benefits do not necessarily accrue at peak hours — the underlying
justification of a demand-related classification.Similarly,
analog meters were only useful for measuring customer usage
and billing, but new AMI provides data that can be used for
system planning and provides new opportunities for energy
management and peak load reduction.

Table 8.1992 NARUC cost allocation manual classification

Cost function Typical cost classification

Production Demand-related
Energy-related

Transmission Demand-related
Energy-related

Distribution Demand -related
Energy-related

Customer-related

Customer-related
Demand-related

Source: National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners.
(1992).Electric Utility Cost Allocation Manual

more important than others in driving energy costs. With
improved information about class loads, and with a range
of new technologies, it may be appropriate to move past the

more granular distinctions, as discussed further in Chapter17.
Table 8 reproduces a table from the 1992 NARUC Electric

This was a simplification even at the time, and changes
to the industry and in the available data and analytical
techniques merit reevaluation and reform. For example, a
legacy framework for variable renewable capacity, particularly
wind and solar, could treat the investment for utility-owned

these same resources are typically priced on a per-kWh basis
from independent power producers.This could lead to two

and variety.
• Utility spending on energy efficiency programs has

increased.

to a traditionally customer-related asset.
Thedemand and energy classifications are often

treated as totally separate but, as discussed in Chapter 5,
the load in many hours contributes to needs that have
traditionally been classified to demand, and some hoursare
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noncoincident peak) at any time during the year. Usage of
these peak-based demand allocators is often referred to as
the peak responsibility method.

Generation allocators are sometimes differentiated
among resources, to reflect the usage of different types of
capacity and to retain the benefit of legacy resources for
historic loads.Customer allocators are often weighted by
the average cost of providing the service to customers in the
various classes so that the cost of customer relations, for
example, may be allocated with a weight of i for residential
customers, 2 for small commercial, 5 for medium commercial
and 20 for industrial.

Other costs, such as A&G expenses, are sometimes
allocated on the basis of a labor allocator where the
classification and allocation of underlying labor costs for the

6.1.3 Allocation
The final step of the standard allocation process is the

application of an allocation factor, or allocator, to each cost
category/7 An allocator is a percentage breakdown of the
selected cost driver among classes. Within each broad type
of classification, utilities use multiple allocators for various
cost categories. For example, many different measures
of “demand’’are used to allocate demand-related costs,
including various measures of contribution to coincident
peaks (a single annual system coincident peak, or 1 CP);
the average of several high-load monthly coincident peaks
(e.g., 3 CP or 4 CP); the average of all 12 monthly coincident
peak contributions (12 CP); the average of class contribution
to some number of high-load hours (e.g., 200 CP); or
different measurements of class maximum load (class

Figure 19. Modern embedded cost of service study flowchart

Functionalization

Primary industrial Street lightingResidential

47 Note that “allocation" is the term normally used(or the entire process of assigning revenue requirements toclasses and is also the term used for the last step
of that process.
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system is used for a set of other purposes. This is sometimes approach may entirely bypass the traditional classification
referred to as an internal allocator because it comes internally step, at least between energy and demand.''8 Some relatively
from previous calculations in the process. This is in contrast recent approaches recognize the complexity of cost drivers
with “external allocators” based on facts and calculations and combine classification and allocation into time-varying
outside of the cost allocation process, such as system peak direct assignment of costs, as explained in Part 11.
and energy usage. Lastly, a variety of costs may be allocated These time-varying allocation methods are discussed
based on a revenue allocator, which is based on the division of in Chapter 17 and Section 9.2; Figure 19 shows a simplified
costs across all the classes. version.

Table 9 shows a simplified allocation study (very few cost

categories and only two customer classes) and a caricature
As hourly data become available for all parts of the system, of the effect of using very different approaches. Both are

from transmission lines and substations through distribution embedded cost studies, but they produce dramatically
feeders and line transformers to individual customers, an
additional approach to classification and allocation becomes
feasible: assigning costs directly to the time periods or
operating conditions in which they are used and useful.This

6.1.4 Potential for Reform

different results.

The first study uses what might have passed for a
reasonable cost allocation method a few decades ago, with
all generation capacity and transmission costs allocated

Table 9. Results of two illustrative embedded cost of service study approaches

Generation
Baseload
Peaking

Peak demand (1CP) $60,000,000 $40,000,000
Peak demand (1CP) $30,000,000 $20,000,000

Alt energy $50,000,000 $50,000,000
$140,000,000 $110,000,000

Peak demand (1CP) $12,000,000 $8,000,000

$50,000,000 $50,000,000
$27,500,000 $22,500,000
$50,000,000 $50,000,000

$127,500,000 $122,500,000
$10,300,000 $9,800,000

$100,000,000
$50,000,000

$100,000,000

All energy
On-peak energy

All energyFuel
Subtotal

Transmission $20,000,000 75% all energy/
25% on-peak energy

Distribution
Circuits $50,000,000 50% peak demand/ $37,500,000 $12,500,000

50% customer
$25,600,000 $24,400,00075% all energy/

25% on-peak energy

75% all energy/ $10,300,000 $9,800,000
25% on-peak energy

50% customer/
25% all energy/

25% on-peak energy

Transformers $20,000,000 $18,000,000 $2,000,000Customer

$1,000,000 $7,100,000 $2,900,000$10,000,000 $9,000,000Advanced
meters

Customer

$43,000,000 $37,000,000$64,500,000 $15,500,000

$18,000,000 $2,000,000

Subtotal

$18,000,000 $2,000,000Billing and $20,000,000
collection
Total

Customer Customer

$198,750,000 $171,250,000
$0,133

$234,500,000 $135,500,000
$0,156

$370,000,000
Average per kWh $0,123
Difference

$0,114
+26%

$0.09
-15%

Note: Numbers may not add up to total because of rounding.

48 Some costs associated with providingservice under rare combinations of load and operating contingenciesmay not fit weft into this framework ,
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The point of these illustrative examples is not to suggest
a specific approach, nor to defend any of the individual
allocation methods shown, but to illustrate how different
classification and allocation assumptions affect study results.
Simply stating that a proposed cost assignment between
classes is “based on the cost of service” may ignore the very
important judgments that goes into the assumptions of the
study.Table io shows the illustrative allocators that drive the
results in Table 9.

Figure 20 on the next page shows a Sankey diagram
for the legacy embedded cost of service study shown in
Table 9. In that legacy study, most costs are classified as
demand-related, and 60% of demand-related costs get
allocated to the residential class. Similarly, a significant
amount of costs are classified as customer-related, which are
then overwhelmingly allocated to the residential class.This is
because the minimum system method classifies all metering,
billing and line transformers as customer-related, along with
a portion of the distribution system.

In contrast, Figure 21 on Page 77shows a Sankey diagram
for the modern study in Table 9.More than half of peak hours

Table 10. Illustrative allocation factors

Commercial
Residential and industrialMethod

60% 40%Peak demand (1CP)

50% 50%All energy

On-peak energy 55% 45%

Customer 90% 10%

75% 25%50% peak demand (1CP)/
50% customer
75% all energy/
25% on-peak energy

50% customer/
25% all energy/
25% on-peak energy

51.3% 48.8%

71.3% 28.8%

on the highest-hour peak demand and most distribution
costs allocated based on customer count.The second uses
a simple time-based assignment method, in which all costs
are allocated to usage in the hours for which the costs are
incurred.This method recognizes that costs have a base
level needed to provide service at all hours and incremental
costs to provide service at peak hours. It also recognizes the
multiple purposes for which advanced meter investments are costs are allocated to the residential class, but the peak hours

classification is much less significant than the demand-related
classification in the legacy study.Similarly, the basic customer
method classifies only billing and a portion of advanced
metering costs as customer-related.These costs are still
primarily allocated to the residential class, but the aggregated

The first approach presents a legacy method that some differential nevertheless comes out significantly lower than in
industrial and large commercial customer representatives still the legacy study.The remainder of advanced metering costs
sometimes propose.The second is a method that residential is split between all energy and on-peak energy because the
consumer advocates often champion. This change in method purpose of these investments is to reduce energy costs and
drives a significant change in the result. Both of these are peak capacity requirements.
“cost of service” results.

made. The results are quite striking, with the second study
showing a residential class revenue requirement 15% lower
than the first.This set of assumptions probably forms the
bookends between which most well-developed embedded
cost studies would fall.
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Figure 20. Sankey diagram for legacy embedded cost of service study
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Figure 21. Sankey diagram for modern embedded cost of service study
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“Fixed” versus “variable" costs

• Purchasedpower charges that dependon the amount of
energy taken by theutility.62

In the past,some cost allocation studies have relied on a
simplifiedmodelof cost causation,inwhichcertain costs
are labeled as variable and thenclassified as energy-related

andapportionedamongclasses based onclass kWh usage.
The remainingcosts, labeled as fixed,are classified as
demand-related or customer-related andallocated on some
measure of peak demand or customer number, respectively.'59

This antiquatedapproach is based on fundamentalmiscon-

ceptions regarding cost causation.But it still underlies many
arguments about cost allocation,perhapsbecauseit typically

works to the benefit of customer classes with highload factors
and small numbers of customers — which describes most util-

ities' large industrial classes,data centers and even supermar-

kets.50 This technique ignores the reality that modern electric
systems trade off capital, labor,contractualobligations,fuel
andother expenditures tominimizecosts.

Over the decades, nearly every other utility cost has been
described as fixed inone context or another:capital, labor,

materials and contract services.Most of these costs are fixed
for thecomingyear,in the sense that they are committed
(investments made, contracts signed, employees hired) and will
not be immediately changedby usage levels (energy,demand

or number of customers).However,almost all of these cost
accounts are variable over a period of several years,and energy

consumption may affect:

• Whether excessgeneration capacity or other redundant
facilities canbe retiredor mothballed in order toreduce
operatingand capital expenditures or repurposed to increase

thenet benefits of the facility.
• Whether additional facilities areneeded(increasingcapital

and operatingcosts).
• Whether contracts are extended.
• Thecost of capacity that isbuilt(e.g.,combinedcycle

versus combustion turbineplants, larger T&D equipment
to reduce losses).

One of theproblems withusing the fixed/variable dichotomy

to classify costs is theambiguity of the concept of a cost
being' fixed.'Nearly all observers agree that certaingenera-

tion costs are variable because they are short-termmarginal

costs that vary directly withusagepatterns.These costs
include:
• Fuel purchasingand disposal costs.51

Variable operatingcosts related to consumables
(e.g.,water, limestone, activated carbon,ammonia)
injectedto increase output, reduce emissions or provide
cooling to the power plant as it produces energy.

• Allowances or offsets that must be purchased to emit

variouspollutants.

As a result, these costs arenot fixedover the planninghorizon.
From aneconomic perspective more generally,all costs vary in

the longrun.

Relatedly,nearly all competitive businesses and fee-charging

public services recover their fixedcosts basedonunits sold.
Customers do not pay anaccess fee to enter a supermarket.

49 Inratedesign,thisapproachhasbeenextendedtoargue thatall
"fixed* costsmust berecovered through fixedcharges,oftenmeaning
customeranddemandcharges.These approachespromoteneither
equitynor efficiency.

51 Inpreviousdecades,utilitieswouldevenargue that some fuelcosts are
fixed,on thegrounds that having fuelonhandwas necessary toallow
the plant to function whenrequired,or that a cortainamount of fuel
was required for startup,before any energy could begenerated.These
arguments appear tohavelargely disappeared,althoughsimilar issues are
raisedby the fuel security debate at EERC.50 Similarly, the fixed/variableapproachisattractive to those who would

justify rate designs with lower energy charges andhigher customer and
demandcharges. 52 Many observers would addanother category — expenses whoseamount

and timing vary withhours of operation,output or unit starts — even
thoughnot all cost of service studies separate those costs fromother O&M
expenses.
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6.2 Marginal Cost of Service
StudiesRestaurants,theaters and airlines have many costs that can

be characterizedas fixed(land,buildings, equipment, a large

share of labor) andvary their unit prices by time of use but
ultimately recover their capital investments and long-term
costs from sales of output.RAP has done extensive analysis

of utility distribution system investment and the relationship

of that investment to the number of customers,peak de-
mands and total kWhs. We found that these costs are roughly

linear withrespect to each of these metrics (Shirley.2001).

The fundamental principle of marginal cost pricing
is that economic efficiency is served when prices reflect
current or future costs — that is, the true value today of
the resources that are being used to serve demand — rather
than historical embedded costs.Advocates for a marginal
cost of service study approach work backward from this
pricing concept to suggest that cost allocation should be
based around marginal costs as well.Critics of marginal
cost methods often point out that this economic theory
is appropriate only when other conditions are present,
including that all other goods are priced based on marginal
costs, that there are no barriers to entry or exit from the
market and that capital is fungible.

This is a very broad concept because it abstracts from
and does not consider both theoretical and computational
issues associated with the development of marginal costs. In
contrast to the static snapshot that is typical of embedded
cost approaches, marginal cost of service studies account
for how costs change over time and which rate class
characteristics are responsible for driving changes in cost.
Importantly, marginal costs can be measured in the short
run or long run.At one extreme, a true short-run marginal
cost study will measure only a fraction of the cost of service,
the portion that varies from hour to hour with usage
assuming no changes in the capital stock. At the other, a
total service long-run incremental cost study measures the
cost of replacing today’s power system with a new, optimally
designed and sized system that uses the newest technology.
In between is a range of alternatives, many of which have
been used in states like Maine, New York, Montana,
Oregon and California in determining revenue allocation
among classes.

There isa strong theoretical link between optimal rate
design and long-run marginal costs. Allocation based on mar-
ginal costs works backward from this premise; because pricing
should be determined on this basis, cost allocation should
as well. In its simplest form, a marginal cost study computes
marginal costs for different elements of service, which can be
estimated using a number of techniques, including proxies,

Some version of the fixed/variabie distinctionmay have been
close to reality in the middle of the last century.Most utilities
reliedprimarily on fossil steamplants,usingnewer,more
efficient plants to servebaseloads andolderplants to serve
intermediateandpeak loads.Thecapitalcostsof eachwere
not very different.Fuel costs for oil,coal andnaturalgas were
not very different.Andbecause little was required in terms of

emissions controls,coal plants werenot muchmore expen-

sive thanother fossil-fueledplants.53 By the1970s,however,

conditionshad changedradically.Oilprices rose dramatically,

new coalplants wererequired toreduce air emissions,and
new generation technologies arose:nuclear,withhighcapital

andO&Mcost but low fuel prices;andcombustion turbines,

with low capital and O&Mcostsbut high fuel costs.Utilities
suddenly hada menu of options amonggeneration technol-
ogies.including thepotential for trading off short-term fuel

costs for long-termcapital investments.Today that menuhas

expanded even moreandincludes storage,demand response,
price-responsive customer loadand distributedgeneration.
As a result, the fixed/variable distinction has lost relevance
andadherents over the last several decades.For example,
many regulators classify capital investments usingmethods
that recognize thecontributionof energyrequirements to
the need for a wide variety of “fixed"costs for generation,

transmissionanddistribution.54

53 in some areas,such as theU.S. Northwest.Manitoba andQuebec,
utilitieshad access to ample low-cost hydro facilities andmostly avoided
construction of thermalgeneration.

54 These methodsarediscussed in chapters 9,10and11.
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regressions and other cost data. Table rr shows illustrative
marginal costs for different elements of the electric system.

Different marginal cost of service studies may base their
costing on different elements of the system or different
combinations.The categories of costs included in each
element can also be more or less expansive.The estimated
marginal costs are then multiplied by the billing determinants
for each class.This produces a class marginal cost revenue
requirement and, when combined with other classes, a
system MCRR. However, revenue determination solely
on this marginal cost basis will typically be greater or Jess
than the allowed revenue requirement, which is normally
computed on an embedded cost basis. It is only happenstance
if marginal costs and embedded costs produce the same
revenue or even similar levels of revenue. As a result, a

Table 11. Illustrative marginal cost results by element

Cost
per unitUnits

$80Customer connection
Secondary distribution

Primary distribution
Transmission
Generation capacity

Energy by time period
On-peak

Midpeak

Off-peak

Dollars per year

Dollarsper kW

Dollars per kW

Dollarsper kW
Dollars per kW

$40
$80

$50

$100

$0.10Dollarsper kWh

Dollars per kWh $0.07

$0.05Dollars per kWh

first developed in the late 1970s was that generation costs
marginal cost of service study must be adjusted to recover the were made up of capacity and energy costs, but the embedded

plant was not classified to obtain these costs. Marginal
energy costs were based on the incremental operating costs
of the system (discussed in Chapter 18 in more detail), while
capacity costs were the least cost of new capacity (at the time,
typically a combustion turbine).The annualization for the
capacity costs of all types is not based on the embedded rate
of return but on a real economic carrying charge (RECC) rate

correct annual amount from the revenue requirement.
Two notable long-run methods are discussed in this

section: the long-run marginal cost approaches advocated
by Lewis Perl and his colleagues at the consulting firm
National Economic Research Associates (NERA) — now
NERA Economic Consulting — and the total service long-
run incremental cost approach.55 In the 1980s, during the
PURPA hearing era, many states considered and a few adopted that yields the same present value of revenue requirements

when adjusted for inflation.
For transmission and distribution costs in the NERA

method, the marginal costs have typically been estimated

the NERA method to measuring long-run marginal costs.
California, Oregon, Montana and New York are examples
of states that began relying on this approach to measuring
marginal costs.This methodology generally looked at a 10-year by determining marginal investment for new capacity over
or longer time horizon to measure what costs would change in a number of historical and projected years and relating that
response to changes in peak demand and energy requirements investment to changes in some type of load or capacity

during different time periods and the number of customers measure in kWs.This relationship can be found either

served (National Economic Research Associates, 1977).One using regression equations (cumulative investment versus
essential element of this was to define the cost of generation cumulative increase in load over the time period) or by
to meet peak period load growth (peaker units and associated simply dividing the number of dollars of investment by the
T&D capacity) as much higher than the cost to meet off-peak total increase in load over the time period.O&M costs are
load growth (increased utilization of existing assets).This generally based on some type of average over a number of
approach was influenced by Alfred Kahn’s theoretical focus on historical and projected years, although obvious trends or
peak load costs and management (Kahn, 1970), and he himself anomalies can be taken into account,

was associated with NERA for many years.
For generation, one of the theoretical advances that made

marginal cost of service studies attractive when they were
55 Short-run marginal cost approaches are actually much simpler, primarily

varying fuel consumption andpurchased power costs, but are applicable
only in a limitednumber of circumstances.
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For customer costs, the same type of arguments over
classification between distribution demand and customer

costs occur as in embedded cost studies.The marginal cost
study needs data on the current costs of hooking up new
customers by class.The method for annualizing the costs is
in dispute (RECC versus a new-customer-only method that
assigns the costs by new and replacement customers). O&M
costs are again typically based on some type of average over
historical and projected years.

The time horizon used for the NERA approach has
proven controversial because it assumed the utility would
install exactly the number of new customer connections and
distribution lines required by new customers{i.e., all cus-
tomer costs are “marginal”) but would consider the adequacy
of existing generation and transmission (which may be
oversized to meet current needs) in determining the need for
additional generation and transmission (meaning only some

G&T costs are “marginal”). Many utilities have used a xo-year
time horizon in this analysis, a period in which many found
substantial excess capacity and, therefore, relatively low costs

to meet increasing power supply needs. In addition, this
methodology, as most often used, treats the cost of increased
off-peak usage as only the fuel and variable power costs
and losses associated with operating existing resources for
additional hours, with no associated investment-related or
maintenance-related cost, despite the reliance on expensive
investments to produce that power.

The combination of these assumptions meant that many
marginal cost of service studies over the last several decades
would come to three basic conclusions:
• Power supply and transmission costs to meet off-peak

loads were relatively low, due to available excess capacity.
• Power supply and transmission costs to meet peak load

growth were higher.
• Distribution costs always grew in lockstep with the

number of customers and distribution demands.
The most serious shortcoming of the NERA methodology

is that if power supply is surplus due to imperfect forecasting,
it assigns a very low cost to power; if it is scarce, the method
assigns a very high cost. Neither of those circumstances
is caused by theaction of consumers in any class, but the

presence of either can shift costs sharply among consumer
classes. Because of this imbalanced result, regulators have
adopted modifications to this methodology to equalize the
time horizon for different elements of the cost of service. For
example, not all customers will require new service drops
and meters over a io-year period — only new customers and
those whose existing facilities fail. Some states apportion
costs within functional categories, avoiding this problem and
addressing markets with partial retail choice.

In contrast to the NERA approach and other marginal
cost approaches, which start from the parameters and
investments found in the existing system, the total service
long-run incremental cost approach looks at a period long
enough so that all costs truly are variable.This allows for
an estimate of what the system would look like if it were
completely constructed using today’s technologies and today’s
costs. Today, new generation is often cheaper than existing
resources, while the cost of transmission and distribution
continues to rise.

The TSLRIC approach was developed in the context of
regulatory reform for telecommunications (International
Telecommunication Union, 2009). In the1990s, as telecom-
munication technology advanced rapidly, incumbent local
exchange companies (better known as phone companies)
faced competition from new market entrants that did not have
legacy system costs.These new competitors were able to offer
service at lower cost than the local phone companies. Regu-
lators did not want to discourage innovation but also did not
want existing customers served by the local phone companies
to suffer rate increases if select customers left the system.

The TSLRIC approach constructs a hypothetical system
with optimal sizing of components, with neither excess
capacity nor deficient capacity. Itwould use the most modern
technology. In the context of an electric utility, it would likely
rely on wind, solar and storage to a greater extent than most
systems today, which would likely lead to lower costs. But it
would also incur the cost of today’s environmental and land
use restrictions, such as the requirement for lower emissions

from generation and undergrounding of transmission and
distribution lines.These requirements havesubstantial
societal benefits but can also drive up electric system costs.
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method to set rates for new customers or incremental usage.
Some jurisdictions have applied this technique for rate design

current surplus or deficiency of power supply or distribution within classes — as the foundation for most “economic

network capacity, since costs for all classes would be based
on an optimal mix of resources to serve today’s needs.This is than embedded costs, as well as for inclining block rates
one of the most common critiques of the NERA methodology where marginal costs are higher than embedded costs. In

— that it favors any class that is served dominantly by the
elements of a system that are in surplus.

One advantage of a TSLRIC study over a NERA-style
study is that no class is advantaged or disadvantaged by a

development” rate discounts where marginal costs are lower

addition, some jurisdictions have applied this technique
across rate classes, allocating new incremental resources to
specific rate classes. Depending on the trajectory of costs, this
can have two different intended purposes:
• To provide a foundation upon which to impose on

fast-growing classes the high costs of growth and to

shelter slower-growing classes from these new costs.
• To provide a foundation to give the benefit of low-cost

new resources to the growing class.
This approach to differential treatment of incremental

resources may be applicable to situations where costs are
being driven by disparate growth among customer classes.
In the1980s, for example, commercial loads in the U.S.grew
much faster than residential loads, and this technique could
be used to assign the cost of expensive new resources to the
classes causing those new costs to be incurred.

6.3 Combining Frameworks
Several jurisdictions require both an embedded and

a marginal cost of service study to support cost allocation
and rate design.As a result, utilities and other parties
may file several studies in the course of a rate proceeding.
A regulator may reasonably use multiple cost studies in
reaching decisions, using multiple results to define a range
of reasonableness.Within that range, the regulator can
apply judgment and all of the relevant non-cost concerns to

determine the allocation of the revenue requirements among
classes. Furthermore, the different types of studies provide
different information that can be used at other stages in the
rate-making process.

One approach is to use embedded cost methods to

determine the allocation of the revenue requirement among
customer classes and then a forward-looking cost method
of some kind to design rates within classes. This applies the
focus of embedded cost studies on equitably sharing the
costs among classes while maximizing the efficiency of price
signals in the actual rates that individual customers face in

making consumption decisions that will affect future costs.
The appropriate form of price signals can also be influenced
by externalities that are not part of the embedded costs for a
regulated utility. For example, many regulatory agencies that
allocate costs amongclasses on embedded costs have reflect-
ed higher long-run marginal costs in adopting inclining block
or time-of-use rates for customers with high levels of usage
(either because large customers are better able to respond
to price signals or because the larger customers have more

expensive load shapes, such as for space conditioning).
In some situations, regulators will use one costing

method to set rates for existing load while using a different

6.4 Using Cost of Service Study
Results

Quantitative cost of service study results should serve
only asa guide to the allocation of revenue responsibility
among classes, not as the sole determinant. Even the best
cost of servicestudy reflects many judgments, assumptions
and inputs. Other reasonable judgments, assumptions and
inputs would result in different cost allocations.Additionally,
loads may be unstable, significantly changing class revenue
responsibility between cost studies, particularly for traditional
studies that base costs on single peak hours in one or several
months. More globally, concepts of equity extend beyond the
cost of service study’s assignment of responsibility for causing

costs or using the services provided by those costs to include
relative ability to pay, gradualism in rate changes, differential
risks by function and classand other policy considerations.

Chapter 27 addresses the many ways in which the results
of cost of service studies can be used to guide regulators.
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7. Key Issues for 21st Century
Cost Allocation

any important cost allocation issues for the
current era are fundamentally different from
those that existed when NARUC published its

1992 Electric Utility Cost Allocation Manual.This chapter sets

forth the changes the industry has experienced and describes
the approaches that may be needed to address those changes
in cost allocation studies.

Inevitably, additional costing issues will emerge and
require recognition in future cost of service studies.The
fundamental considerations are why the costs were incurred
and who currently benefits from the costs.Costs are often
categorized using engineering and accounting perspectives
that are useful for many applications but must not be
allowed to obscure the fundamental questions of causation

and benefits.

These changes both enable and require new approaches
in order to efficiently and equitably allocate costs across
customer classes.M
7.1.1 Distribution System Monitoring
and Advanced Metering infrastructure

In the past, customer meters were used solely to measure
usage and render bills. Today, so-called smart meters are
part of a complex web of assets that enable energy efficiency,
peak load management and improved system reliability, in
addition to the traditional measuring of usage and rendering
ofbills.

More recently, a number of utilities have used advanced
meters to support demand response and other programs.
Sacramento Municipal Utility District, for example, ran a pilot
program to test the impacts of dynamic pricing and smart
technology on peak load shaving and energy conservation.
Figure 22 on the next page shows how customers in the
program took steps to lower their electricity usageduring high-

load, higher-cost hours (Potter, George and Jimenez, 2014).
Smart meters (along with supporting data acquisition

and data management hardware and software) can provide a
number of services that improve reliability and reduce costs

of generation, transmission and distribution.56 Analysts have
identified a wide range of expected and potential benefits.
These include:

• Reduced line losses.
• Voltage control.
• Improved system planning and transformer sizing.
• The ability to implement rate designs that encourage

energy efficiency.
• Reduced peak loads.
• Integration of EVs and renewables.

7.1 Changes to Technology
and the Electric System

Technological change has affected every element of the
electric system since the studies and decisions that informed
the 1992 NARUC cost allocation manual.These changes
include:
• Improved distribution system monitoring and advanced

metering infrastructure, leading to new comprehensive
data on the system and customers.

• Evolution of resource options to include significant
amounts of variable renewables, new types of storage,
energy efficiency and demand response.

• Significant commitments to DERs behind customer
meters, including rooftop solar and storage.

• Beneficial electrification of transportation.
• Changes in fuel prices and the resource supply mix that

have dramatically changed the operating pattern of
various generation resources (addressed in more detail
in Section 7.2). 56 Thebroader concept of “smart grid" includesdistribution (andsometimes

transmission)automation devices suchas automatic reclosers,voltage
controls,switchable capacitors and sensors.
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Figure 22. Customer behavior in Sacramento Municipal Utility District pricing pilot
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demand that had been roughly constant for decades. Due to

significant solar capacity in some regions, such as California
and Hawaii, costs{e.g., extra spinning reserves, out-of-merit

computing power provide utilities with large amounts of data dispatch or quick-start generation) may also be incurred to

that can be used to determine the usage patterns of distribu- rapidly ramp up other generation assolar output falls in the

tion and transmission equipment in great detail and support late afternoon, particularly if customer load does not drop
dramatically from afternoon to evening.5® Excess solar gener-
ation may create ramping costs, while storage resources may
reduce ramping costs by both raising load at the beginning of

• Operating savings from, among other things, reduced
labor needs and improved outage management.
Lastly, smart meters, distribution sensors and modern

direct hourly allocation of costs.

7.1.2 Variable Renewables, Storage,
Energy Efficiency and Demand Response the ramp period and trimming the peak toward the end of the

ramp period.
In Hawaii, June load shapes changed as increased levels

of distributed solar were added to the system.Figure 23 on the
next page illustrates this, using data from the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (n.d.). In 2006, the system peak
demand was approximately1,200 MWs at1 to 3 p.m.By 2017,

New variable renewable resources, such as wind and
solar, are highly capital-intensive, and their contribution
to system reliability varies greatly from region to region
depending on when their generation occurs relative to peak
demand.57The emergence of demand response as a service
provides an opportunity to meet narrow periods of peak
demand with relatively little capital investment by rewarding with extensive deployment of customer-sitedsolar, the peak

demand was 1,068 MWs at 9 p.m. A cost allocation schemecustomers who curtail usage on request.
Investments in renewable resources, driven by policy and must be adaptable enough to be relevant as significant changes

economic trends, can greatly change patterns in supply and in the shape and character of utility-served load take place.

57 Growthin solar resources, whether central or distributed, gradually
reduces the reliability value of incremental solar capacity in many respects;
the same Is true for wind resources with respect to the reliability value
of incremental wind and the equivalent for (if they become economically 58 The resultingload shape, first identifiedby Denholm. Margolis and Milford

in 2008.is commonly known as a duck curve. See also Lazar (2016).

competitive) tidal and wave energy. Incontrast, these different resources
may be complementary to one another in certainrespects.


